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minority of food-growers and a huge majority of town-
fixwllrrs is so completely abnormal that we need to remind
ourselves with an effort, that even in contemporary Europe
peasants and their families form much more than half the
population. In all other eontmeats, and in all other ages
sinee agriexdture has been known, the proportion of food-
growers has been very much greater still.
In the present ea.se, then, what is needed is that we should
take account of the evidence for trade and seafaring during
the Dark Age without exaggerating its importance, and
above all without forgetting that the vast majority of the
Greek population were workers on the land and that the
governing class everywhere was a class of landowners.
Even the simplest food-growers often have a few needs
which they cannot themselves supply and must therefore
satisfy by trade, Salt is traded over great distances in parts
of Africa; and for even earlier ages in prehistoric Europe
one may quote the presence of Baltic (not Mediterranean)
amber in Bronze-Age Greece, and of tridacna-shclls from the
Red Sea in Bronzed-Age contexts far up the Danube, Pre-
sumably they were popular as charms.
Homer and Hesiod mention three kinds of trade by sea,
One of these may be disregarded for our present purpose ;
that is, the trade mentioned by Hesiod—the casual exchange,
over short distances only, of surplus market produce between
farmers on this side and that side of some Aegean, channel
or bay. In this class of trade we may include the equally
casual slave-trade mentioned by Homer—a trade in which
, the u goods *' pass now in one direction, now in the other,
between, for instance, the Greek " western isles " and Sicily,1
This Hesiodic trade has no importance for the development
of Greek society except that it familiarized a certain number
of ordinary Greek farmers with the ABC (and not much
more) of seafaring. More important for our purpose was the
luxury trade, of interest only to the well-to-do minority in
Greece, but of some historic significance as the medium
* Od. xx, 888;  xxiv, 211 (SicUy to Ithaka), xiv, 335 ft. (western isles
and Thesprotian mainland).

